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Take your knowledge of Redis to the next level to build enthralling applications with ease

About This Book

Detailed explanation on Data structure server with powerful strings, lists, sets, sorted-sets, and hashes●

Learn to Scale your data with Redis Cluster's distributed setup●

This is a fast paced practical guide full of screenshots and real work examples to help you get to grips with●

Redis in no time.

Who This Book Is For

If you are a software developer with some experience with Redis and would now like to elevate your Redis
knowledge and skills even further, then this book is for you.

What You Will Learn

Choose the right Redis data structure for your problem●

Understand Redis event-loop and implement your own custom C commands●

Solve complex workflows with Redis server-side scripting with Lua●

Configure your Redis instance for optimal memory management●

Scale your data in a distributed manner with Redis Cluster●

Improve the stability of your Redis solution using Redis Sentinel●

Complement your existing database and NoSQL environment with Redis●

Exploit a wide range of features provided by Redis to become a DevOps expert.●

In Detail

Redis is the most popular, open-source, key value data structure server that provides a wide range of
capabilities on which multiple platforms can be be built. Its fast and flexible data structures give your
existing applications an edge in the development environment.

This book is a practical guide which aims to help you deep dive into the world of Redis data structure to
exploit its excellent features. We start our journey by understanding the need of Redis in brief, followed by
an explanation of Advanced key management. Next, you will learn about design patterns, best practices for
using Redis in DevOps environment and Docker containerization paradigm in detail. After this, you will
understand the concept of scaling with Redis cluster and Redis Sentinel , followed by a through explanation
of incorporating Redis with NoSQL technologies such as Elasticsearch and MongoDB. At the end of this
section, you will be able to develop competent applications using these technologies. You will then explore
the message queuing and task management features of Redis and will be able to implement them in your
applications. Finally, you will learn how Redis can be used to build real-time data analytic dashboards, for
different disparate data streams.



Style and approach

This is a hands on guide full of easy-to-follow examples, that illustrate important concepts and techniques to
solve complex problems with Redis.
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From reader reviews:

Gracie Davis:

Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book to read? May be the book with the subject Mastering
Redis suitable to you? Often the book was written by well-known writer in this era. The particular book
untitled Mastering Redisis the one of several books this everyone read now. This particular book was
inspired many people in the world. When you read this guide you will enter the new way of measuring that
you ever know previous to. The author explained their idea in the simple way, and so all of people can easily
to recognise the core of this reserve. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. To
help you to see the represented of the world on this book.

William Pak:

Reading can called imagination hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book mainly book entitled
Mastering Redis your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that maybe
unknown for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a publication
then become one type conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get before. The Mastering Redis
giving you a different experience more than blown away your head but also giving you useful facts for your
better life within this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern the following is your body and
mind is going to be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary investing spare time activity?

Amanda Doss:

This Mastering Redis is completely new way for you who has interest to look for some information given it
relief your hunger of information. Getting deeper you onto it getting knowledge more you know or you who
still having little digest in reading this Mastering Redis can be the light food for you because the information
inside this kind of book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books create itself in the form that is
reachable by anyone, yep I mean in the e-book type. People who think that in publication form make them
feel sleepy even dizzy this guide is the answer. So there is no in reading a publication especially this one.
You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for an individual. So , don't miss this! Just read this
e-book type for your better life as well as knowledge.

James Labrecque:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got college students? We believe that that
problem was given by teacher with their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everyone has different hobby. And
also you know that little person like reading or as studying become their hobby. You have to know that
reading is very important in addition to book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to incorporate you
knowledge, except your teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update about something by book. Many
kinds of books that can you decide to try be your object. One of them are these claims Mastering Redis.
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